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OVERVIEW

Beautiful family house with an infinity pool, incredible
city and sea views and 8 parking spaces, set on a 2,000m²
plot of land

This stunning property for sale is one of Barcelona's most recently built
contemporary homes.

Situated within 20 minutes of the airport and the city centre of Barcelona, the
spectacular property boasts state-of-the-art finishes, a superb distribution and
incredible views over Barcelona.

The house measures 1,700m² and is set on a 2,000m² plot. It offers 8 ensuite
bedrooms, several entertainment rooms, an infinity pool, beautiful gardens, terraces
on all levels, a cinema room, a golf simulator room and parking for 8 cars.

There is a Bulthaup kitchen on the ground floor with Gaggenau appliances and a
secondary kitchen in the entertainment area on the floor below with access to a
terrace and Argentinian barbecue. Please see the distribution for further details of
the exact layout.

All the rooms have thermostats and movement detectors and other features include
gas heating, air conditioning, triple glazed windows, 18 cameras surrounding the
property and a domotics system controlled via an iPad or mobile phone.

Outside there is a large garden set on 2 levels, an infinity pool, an organic vegetable
patch and a 4,000l gasoline tank.

An incredible opportunity to own an amazing asset with spectacular features,
situated in the most exclusive of locations.

lucasfox.com/go/lfs6617

Sea views, Terrace, Swimming pool, Garden,
Lift, Parking, New build
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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